DOG LEAD
EASY CRAFT

YOU WILL NEED
1.5 to 2.5m thick cotton canvas webbing (25mm wide)
(or use biothane, vegan strap, an old belt,
polypropylene, etc., for a heavier weight lead)
Square-ended trigger hook (25mm)
D-ring (25mm) (optional)
9mm dome-capped rivets x 6-7
Belt hole puncher
Hammer and lighter
Sewing machine (optional) and thread

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Before buying webbing, measure the loose-lead length from your dog to your hand, or
desired length, plus 30cm for the handle (folded over part) and 12cm for the hook fold
at the collar end (25cm if including a traffic control handle).
2. Cut the webbing and seal at each end with a lighter.
3. Mark 2 rivet positions roughly 1.5cm and 3.5cm in at the hook end. Make the holes,
then punch through them to the main part of the lead. Note, if making a traffic control
handle, fold 25cm of webbing through the hook before marking any holes. Then make
2 at the webbing end and 1 close to the hook). Again, punch through them for the 3
corresponding holes on the lead).
4. Insert the rivets, hammering firmly together on a hard surface.
5. Fold the handle in place (same fold direction as at the hook end) and attach 2 pairs of
rivets (for strength) with approx. 3cm in between, (first add a D-ring between the 2
rivets at the base of the handle, if desired, to be able to halve the lead to the hook, use
for tethering, etc.).
6. Reinforce at all joins with a double row of stitches, preferably using a sewing machine.
7. Walkies are now good to go!
Note: you may wish to experiment with different
materials, especially as you use your lead(s) and see what
works best for you.
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